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CEREMONY



FOUNDER’S DESK
Successful and happy individuals 
build a successful nation and what 
aids success is good education. The 
ultimate aim is to groom our 
students into committed, competent 
and confident beings. We feel proud 
that we are achieving this goal with 
sincere efforts, interesting 
collections of study material, smart 
classes and vast playground are the 
attraction of the school. May god 
help us to render selfless Services 
to Society with the help of this 
institution.



FROM DIRECTOR DESK

DIRECTOR believes that a 

School should provide a 

Warm, Secure and 

Welcoming atmosphere for 

children. The students of 

today are the future of our 

nation so it is our bounden 

duty to equip them with 

nation feeling and services 

mindedness through a well 

disciplined atmosphere and 

systematic curriculum. 
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From Principal’s Desk :-

“Education Is The Most Powerful Weapon 

That You Can Use To Change The World.”

Our prime goal right from the 

beginning has been to bring out 

the best in each child. Our motto 

is committed to “Excellence” 

and this is diligently pursued by 

providing a positive and 

conducive learning environment 

to achieve the maximum 

development of a child’s physical, 

intellectual, social and more aspects of personality.



ABOUT THE SCHOOL

V.M. Sr. Sec. School, Jawahar

Colony, NIT Faridabad, is a Co-

educational school, affiliated to 

CBSE was established in 1982 

under management of V.M. Shiksha

Mandal Society of Initiating 

creativity and originality among 

children in school.

We provide a conducive 

atmosphere for acquiring 

certain values that make life 

worth – while.



Aims and objectives :-

To impart quality education

To enable them to move on the path of righteousness.

To enable them to achieve mastery over communication skills. 

To make them healthy and physically fit by the way of yoga pranayam, games, 

sports and co-curricular activities.

Provide caring, challenging and conducive educational environment.

To take remedial measures to bridge the gap between theory and practical.

To focus on individual performance.

To provide education to students coming from remote areas.

Soaring high to reach the sky.



MY FIRST DAY IN VMSSS











Colouring day









Pool Party



Mother’s day





PICNIC





ANNUAL DAY





MORNING ASSEMBLY



YOGA



Teachers' day



COMPUTER LAB



Class Teacher's Period



Chemistry

Lab
Biology 

Lab



Physics Lab



LIBRARY



Diwali Function





Farewell



Science Exhibition



Result Celebration



GAMES & SPORTS



Sports  Campus 



FLAG HOISTING



COLOURING & DRAWING 

COMPETITION











BAISAKHI












